
 Lecture 13 complex reflectiongroups
Ref

e Motivation we have discussed the reflection groups in

LecAP These are groups acting on real vector spaces We

can complexity and view them as subgroups of IV where

V is a finite dimensional comply vector space One can ask
whether one can describe the resulting subgroups of GL u wo

a reference to Euclidian vector spaces and characterize them

via some properties The answer to the first question is net

quite but the answer to the 2ndone is yes

1 Complex reflection groups
Let's start w definitions Let Ube a finite dimensional

complex vector space

Definition An element se ul is calleda complex
reflection if s has finite order a rk s idu P

A



A finite subgroup c GLV is called a complex

reflectiongroup if it is generatedby complex reflections

Examples 1 Let V be a Eudidian vectorspace and V
be its complexification Then any reflection group in OVal is

also a complex reflectiongroup in Llull

2 Here is an infinite series of complex reflection groups
Fix integers n l 1 Consider the subgroup je c Ello ofeth

rests of 1 Let V Q Finally let Cle1n Sukje where

Sn permutes the n copies of je There's a natural

representationof 611,1n in V the elements of S permute the n

copies of E while elements ofyenact by g Eat ft tn

ta Zn 5 g Eje ft tn EV Q Thisgives an

embedding leantesCLM This is indeeda complex

reflectiongroup it'sgenerated by complex reflections i je Sn k
t P E I Negi Notealso that for ft we essentially

recover the reflectiongroup of typeAn while for 12 weget
a



Bn

3 One can generalize the previous example as follows Pick

d dividing l Considerthe subgroup Clldn a Clet.nl consisting
of all elements 615 eu w GeSn 9 E eye s t

E E g
t
p

Forexample for l d 2 we recover the reflection group of

type Dn
Exercise GtlLincflute is a complex reflectiongroup

Fact Apart from the series alldn there are only

finitelymany
irreducible complex reflection groups

4 Here's an example of an exceptional complex reflection

group that doesn't come from a real reflectiongroup This

group consisting of 28 elements andso denotedby G
has appeared in the extra creditpart of Problem 3 in

att
W 3



The complex reflection groups were fully classifiedby
Shephard Todd in the Sl's

2 Structure of invariants requires 380
Here's a very nice characterization of complexreflectiongroups in terms of invariants RecallLecture 6.5
that for a finite subgroup GcCLM one can consider

the subalgebra of invariants flu cells which turns

out to be finitely generated In particular ECU is a

module over Q v3

Problem Show that flu is integral ever Ev R
deduce that it is a finitely generatedmodule Moreover

use Galois theory to show that thenumber ofgenerators
is always 191

And here's a conceptual characterization of complex
reflection groups in terms of invariants
I



Theorem Chevelley ShephardTodd TFAE

let GcGLN is a complex reflectiongroup
161 flu is isomorphic to thealgebra ofpolynomials
automatically in dim V variables

e DEVI is e freemodule over flu automaticallyof
rank l

A conceptualproof of this theorem is due to Chevalley
can be found in Bourbaki's book

Example Suppose G S acting on In the

permutationrepresentation Then CcGLle is a complex

reflectiongroup 161 followsfrom the fundamentaltheoremabout

symmetric polynomials Id is left as an exercise

Exercise Prove 6 for reflection groups of types Ba
kDn
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